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The sixth tern is the only one of the group found near its natal 
al"'ti this was a year-old bird. Those at Monmouth Beach and Marta• 8 Vin~~ 
yard were two years old and may not have reached sexual maturity. B-ut 
the tern taken at Ocean City, Maryland, was three years old; and the 
Delaware and Rhode Island terns were each nine years old. 

Austin claims that young birds tend to elect their natal col ontea 
for nesting , and that a ttachment to a site increases with years . R1a 
statistic s based on many thousand banded birds carries infinitely lllOre 
weight than the data of a mere six recoveries. It might be that lite 
history patterns vary according to location. Much of the Austin t ert"_ 
i tory contained i111111ense congregations of nesting terns a.nd was kept ill 
the same condition from year to year by annual bull-dozing to prevent 
the growth of vegetation. Common Tern colonies in the island area aoutla 
of Cape Cod and along the New Jersey coast have had to contend with 
increasing vegetation which renders a once popular nesting area unatt 
tive, and with destructive tides and stoms. 

Grace Meleney ha s continuously banded terns on Martha 's Vineyard 
since the nineteen-twenties, including adults a s well as local s . Super. 
ficially her grand total of 697 Common Terns during nearly forty Yea.ra 
doesn't sound impressive compared with the astronomical numbers banded 
by the Austins, but she has attained surprising results. This ought to 
hearten some of us who tend to be discouraged by a lack of quantity. 

I do not wish to steal her thunder by telling in detail of the te,
banded by others in other localities which she has captured by tra pping 
adults on nests. I'll mention only that such birds obviously were not 
breeding in the areas where they were raised. On the other hand , tive 
of her terns banded as locals were taken in the same vicinity in later 
years. Three trapped as adults were later retaken. So, according to the 
data on which this paper is based, it seems that locals and adults s01e,. 
times do and sometimes do not return to the near vicinity of their birtb 
in later years. 

It might be briefiy noted that the Gillespie data contain no unullllll 
longevity records. Grace Meleney has two fifteen-year tern records. 
Austin mentions a seventeen-year record and claims that possibly twnty 
years is an age limit. 

In conclusion, then,the data under consideration suggest: 

1. Local Common Tems indulge in a post-breeding, northward wand• 

2. Winter quarters for Common Terns breeding on the New !ihgland and 
New Jersey coasts center in the region of Trinidad and British Guianll 
sexually quiescent terns may not leave winter quarters at migration tSlle 

J. Terns sometimes do and sometimes do not return to the exact 
location of their birth sites. 
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THE CONTINUING ARMISTICE BETWEEN 
ORNITHOlOGY AND MEDICAL RESE:A.RCH 

By c. Brooke Worth 

As e~rly as the 19JO's it was suggested that birds, especially 
jJDerican c,;grets, might play an essential part in basic cycles of some 
,osquito -borne viruses of human and veterinary importance in New Jersey. 
5ince th en suspect species of birds, proved kinds of vector mosquitoes 
aid demonstrated virus-infected areas of the world have achieved global 
.representation. The initial indignant reaction of local groups of orni
ti.>logists has lost its echo as powerful agencies such as the u s 
pUblic Health Service and the World Health Organization haw taken.the 
question to their impervious bosoms. 

How, then, do matters stand today? A spectacularly detailed and 
oonclusive study of Japanese B encephalitis has shown birds to be probably 
,ictillls -- rather than reservoirs -- of the virus, paralleling the role 
of local s~e 11and human beings. In western United States, several species 
of llblackbirds probably serve t o spread virus during the transmission 
season l ate in summer, but it is still to be proved that they carry it 
~ug h to the following year. Our foreign colleague, Dr. Salim Ali, 
ii engaged in an extensive bird-netting and banding program on the Rann 
of ~utch in India to determine whether the hordes of birds funneling 
~u gh this corridor from Europe and the Near East each year may carry 
•4'1.lses w1 th them from one Continent to another. 

l'ega These are only a few of the active programs currently operating in 
111'9 rd to birds, arthropod-borne viruses, and human and veterinary welfare 
-.sever after almost JO years, it is impossib l e t o point, in a single • 
'!be anywhere in the world, to any species or group of birds and say· :e are Vennin I" Medical .Research has a long and seemingly improbable 
foi, t~ go before it can compete with those ancestors of ours who accounted 

e decease of the Great Auk and Passenger Pige on. 
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